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Abstract. Several characteristic species are present in this multilayered cave site, such as Ellobius 
ex gr. tancrei, Meriones libycus selunguricus, Alticola argentatus, Microtus (Neodon) ex gr. 
juldaschi and others together with numerous Acheulian artefacts and the remains of molars and 
a fragment of the skull of Homo erectus. The fauna most likely is of Middle Pleistocene age.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Acheulian cave site Sel’-Ungur is located about 1900 m above sea level in the 
Obishir valley on the lower slope of the Karantau Ridge, which is a front ridge of the Alai 
Range (Kirghizstan). The multilayered site contained 5 cultural layers with Acheulian 
artefacts. Some significant anthropological remains were also found [teeth and a fragment 
of the occipital part of a skull, identified as Homo erectus ( I s la m o v  et al. 1988)]. The 
layer above the horizon bearing Acheulian artefacts has been dated by the uranium-ionium 
technique to 126,000 ± 5Q00 years B.P. (Leningrad State University laboratory).

Multidisciplinary studies of the site have been carried out for many years. Archaeo
logical material was analysed and so was the composition of sediments and fossils. 
B a t y r o v  and B a t i r o v  (1988) described large mammal remains, KREMENETSKI (in 
VELICHKO et al. 1990), analysed spore and pollen assemblages. The author received small 
mammal remains recovered from principal cultural layers by washing and screening. 
Cultural layers 3 and 5 appeared to be the most abundant in remains of small mammals.

The third cultural layer (5 m below the cave floor) consisted of coarse debris with silty 
matrix (cave tufa); cultural layer 4 at a depth of 5.5 m was enriched with angular debris,
















































